Minutes of CCCM Cluster Meeting - Juba
27 April 2016

Co-Chaired by IOM, UNHCR, ACTED
Present: ACTED, UNHCR, IOM, OFDA, Internews, DRC
Chair: Kate Holland, CCCM Cluster
Agenda
1. Review of action points from last meeting
2. Brief from Chair (summary of discussions: ICWG, SWG, National POC Meeting)
3. GBV Guidelines implementation for CCCM in South Sudan
4. Partners’ update
5. AOB

Minutes of meeting
1. Review of previous action points
a) SWG Bor feedback
 Bor SWG will go back to Akobo for the second assessment.
 SWG in Bor to continue conversation with UNHCR
b) Access incidents in UN House compilation
 ACTED has not compiled list of access incidents, but continues to follow up individual cases
c) AFOD assessment report
 Has been sent to Cluster
2. Brief from the Chair
 ICWG: discussion of registration outside of camps e.g. Beyond Bentiu Strategy; contingency
planning is being updated in case of new displacement
 SWG: development of a framework on returns is being discussed at national level; CCCM
Cluster is working on a check list for humanitarian-supported returns movements;
 National POC meeting: has not met recently
3. GBV guidelines implementation
 Training was conducted on the 4th April to CCCM partners on new global IASC GBV Guidelines
on prevention and mitigation in CCCM
Action point:
 Cluster to review the tools and see what indicators could be added from the check list, or what
indicators was lacking in the check list and bring feedback
4. Partners’ Updates
IOM





Bor: Verification exercise in Bor completed a week ago, 204 Individuals were verified.
Malakal: rehabilitation of the site is in progress, but the population refused to be registered
therefore, it makes it difficult to plan.
Bentiu: there is increase of registration outside Bentiu POC, UNMISS told IOM that July 2016 will
be the deadline for registration in Bentiu but discussion is still ongoing.

InterNews






Malakal: Internews have acquired a plot allocated to them by UNMISS to build a studio which
will be ready by the 28th of May 2016.
Malakal: government officials stopped two staff from interviews to carry their work as journalist
in Malakal for the reason that they are not officially registered with the government as NGOs, UN
OCHA is following the case with the Governor.
Bentiu: there is a slowdown of program in Bentiu as a result, Internews have only two
broadcasting service per a week.
UN House: in spite of communication difficulties, Internews is working together with UNHCR to
explain significant of protection and how to use the desk to the IDPs.

DRC





Malakal: relocation back into the main site from the Logs base continues; humanitarian hub
move is underway
Melut: further group of new arrivals (1200 individuals) came with a token issued by East Nile State
Commissioner; has been a message on national radio from the government about not yet moving
(Ministry of Interior); WFP mission visited the Commissioner to communicate on not including new
arrivals into GFD, but is now “reviewing its policy”
New arrival from Juba and other places is an issue; they are demanding Water, and the SWG
discussed the terminology of how to call them, because it is not yet clear whether they are IDPs
or Returnees?

Action point:


Cluster to follow up again with OCHA on them also travelling to communicate with Melut
authorities on not including new arrivals caseloads automatically into assistance based on their
status, but vulnerability assessments to be conducted in the future if necessary

ACTED




UN House: Potential relocation of POC1 Ext.2 assessment cost to be finalized
Bor: usual activities
Mingkaman: phase-out of CCCM and handover to RRC continues

5. AOB:
a) Operational update from the Cluster covering the first quarter is currently being drafted and will
be sent to Cluster partners to approve before being circulated
Next meeting will be on Wednesday 25th May, 2016.
Every last Wednesday of the Month.

